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ABSTRACT 
 
Full Name : Murtada Ibrahim Al-Habib 
Thesis Title : IMPROVING BITTORRENT CHOKING ALGORITHM TO 
MITIGATE FREE RIDING 
Major Field : Information and Computer Science 
Date of Degree : May, 2014 
 
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems are known for their flexibility and scalability. In addition, 
they are famous for their ability to provide the required infrastructure to share resources 
in a very efficient manner. In a P2P network, peers are expected to share resources in 
return of using the network and other peers’ resources. Recently, BitTorrent became one 
of the most popular tools for file sharing over the Internet. BitTorrent is designed for 
distribution assuming full collaboration between peers.   
Many studies showed different achievable free riding attacks to target BitTorrent. An 
example is BitThief which can increase the number of connections to other peers by 
sending multiple TRACKER messages to the tracker and get the advantage of connecting 
to more seeders in the environment. Another example is sending garbage pieces, this is 
when a free rider sends garbage pieces to trick others that it is providing to the system 
and therefore be unchoked normally.  
We have implemented a new type of free riding through not sending HAVE message and 
not honestly announcing the file status through the BITFIELD message. This thesis 
studies the effect of this type of free riding in BitTorrent environment using Peersim 
simulator. An algorithm to mitigate free riders and slowdown their file download rate is 
xiii 
 
also developed, through modifying the choking algorithm and the optimistic unchoking 
algorithm. 
The implemented algorithm shows that free riders can be detected and punished for their 
selfish behavior. The algorithm is based on X chances giving algorithm where all peers 
are given the opportunity to download blocks without running any history check on them. 
After X blocks upload, an experience check of leechers and seeders with experience is 
used to decide wither to unchoke a given peer or not. 
The results of the study demonstrated that mitigating free riding in BitTorrent is 
achievable to a significant extent. It also shows that the percentage of free riders, leechers 
and seeders in the environment have a great impact on the detection of free riders and the 
degree to which free riders can be delayed. The larger the percentage of initial seeders in 
the network who are not downloading put uploading to others, the more free riders can 
get advantage of the BitTorrent environment. Seeders do not have a mechanism to detect 
whether other peers have contributed anything to them or not and thus they have no 
history with them.  
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 ﻣﻠﺨﺺ ﺍﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ
 
 
 / ﻣﺭﺗﺿﻰ ﺍﺑﺭﺍﻫﻳﻡ ﺍﻟﺣﺑﻳﺏ ﺍﻻﺳﻡ ﺍﻟﻛﺎﻣﻝ:
 
  ﺍﻟﻣﺷﺎﺭﻛﻳﻥ ﻏﻳﺭﺗﻁﻭﻳﺭ ﻧﻅﺎﻡ ﺍﻟﺧﻧﻕ ﻓﻲ ﺑﺕ ﺗﻭﺭﻧﺕ ﻟﻠﺣﺩ ﻣﻥ ﺍﻟﻣﺳﺗﺧﺩﻣﻳﻥ  :ﻋﻧﻭﺍﻥ ﺍﻟﺭﺳﺎﻟﺔ
 
  ﺍﻵﻟﻲ ﻋﻠﻭﻡ ﺍﻟﺣﺎﺳﺏ ﺍﻟﺗﺧﺻﺹ:
 
  ﻡ ٤۱۰۲ﻣﺎﻳﻭ ,   ﺗﺎﺭﻳﺦ ﺍﻟﺩﺭﺟﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﻠﻣﻳﺔ:
 
ﻫﻮ  ﺔﻭﺍﻟﻜﻔﺎﺋﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻟﻴﺔ ﻟﻤﺸﺎﺭﻛﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﺼﺎﺩﺭ ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮﺑﻴﺔ ﻭﺍﻟﻤﻠﻔﺎﺕ.  ﻣﻦ ﺑﻴﻦ ﺃﺷﻬﺮ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻷﻧﻈﻤ ﺔﺍﻟﻨﺪ ﻟﻠﻨﺪ ﺑﺎﻟﻔﻌﺎﻟﻴ ﻧﻈﻤﺔﺃﺗﺸﺘﻬﺮ 
 ﺍﻟﻠﻐﺎﺕﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻟﻐﺔ ﺍﻟﺒﺮﻣﺠﻪ ﺑﺎﻳﺜﻮﻥ ﻫﻲ ﺃﻭﻝ  ﻋﻠﻲ ﻳﺪ ﺍﻟﻤﺒﺮﻣﺞ ﺑﺮﺍﻡ ﻛﻮﻫﻴﻦ. ۱۰۰۲ﻋﺎﻡ  ﻲﺳﺲ ﻓﺃﻈﺎﻡ ﺑﺖ ﺗﻮﺭﻧﺖ ﺍﻟﺬﻱ ﻧ
 ﻓﻲ ﺑﺮﻣﺠﺔ ﺃﻭﻝ ﺑﺮﺗﻮﻛﻮﻝ ﻓﻲ ﻧﻈﺎﻡ ﺍﻟﺒﺖ ﺗﻮﺭﻧﺖ. ﺔﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣ
ﺗﺮﺟﻊ ﺷﻬﺮﺓ ﺑﺖ ﺗﻮﺭﻧﺖ ﺇﻟﻰ ﻗﺪﺭﺗﻪ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻟﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺗﻮﻓﻴﺮ ﺳﺮﻋﺎﺕ ﻋﺎﻟﻴﺔ ﻟﺘﻨﺰﻳﻞ ﻣﻠﻔﺎﺕ ﻋﺎﻟﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺎﺣﺔ, ﻭﺫﻟﻚ ﻟﻘﺪﺭﺗﻪ ﻋﻠﻰ 
ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﻮﻓﻴﺮ ﺃﺟﺰﺍء ﺍﻟﻤﻠﻒ ﺍﻟﻤﺮﺍﺩ ﺗﺤﻤﻴﻠﻪ. ﻳﻌﺘﻤﺪ  ﺔﺗﻘﺴﻴﻢ ﻋﻤﻠﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺤﻤﻴﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﺪﺓ ﻣﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﻴﻦ ﻳﺘﺸﺎﺭﻛﻮﻥ ﻓﻲ ﻁﺮﻳﻘﺔ ﺗﻜﺎﻣﻠﻴ
ﻓﻌﺎﻟﻴﺘﻪ ﻭﻣﻘﺪﺍﺭ ﻧﺰﺍﻫﺘﻪ,  ﺑﺎﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ  ﺗﻨﺘﻔﻲﺗﻀﻌﻒ ﻗﻮﺓ ﺍﻟﻨﻈﺎﻡ   ,ﺖ ﺗﻮﺭﻧﺖ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﻤﺸﺎﺭﻛﺔ ﺍﻟﻔﻌﺎﻟﻪ, ﺑﺪﻭﻥ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﻤﺸﺎﺭﻛﺔﻧﻈﺎﻡ ﺑ
 ﻫﻢ ﺧﺼﺎﺋﺼﻪ.ﺃﺗﻨﺘﻔﻲ 
ﺃﺛﺒﺘﺖ ﺍﻟﺪﺭﺍﺳﺎﺕ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﻤﻜﻦ ﺑﻌﺾ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﻴﻦ ﻣﻦ ﺧﺪﺍﻉ ﻧﻈﺎﻡ ﺍﻟﺨﻨﺎﻕ ﻓﻲ ﺑﺖ ﺗﻮﺭﻧﺖ ﻭﺍﻟﺬﻱ ﻳﺘﺤﻜﻢ ﺑﻨﺰﺍﻫﺔ ﺗﻮﺯﻳﻊ 
 ﻟﻠﻤﻠﻒ ﺍﻷﺳﺎﺳﻲ. ﺔﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﻄﺮﻑ ﺍﻵﺧﺮ ﻓﻲ ﻋﻤﻠﻴﺔ ﺗﺒﺎﺩﻝ ﺍﻟﻮﺣﺪﺍﺕ ﺍﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧ ﺔﻠﺍﻟﻤﻠﻔﺎﺕ, ﻣﻌﺘﻤﺪﺍ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻛﻤﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻮﺣﺪﺍﺕ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﻤ
ﻓﻲ ﺑﺖ ﺗﻮﺭﻧﺖ ﻟﻠﺘﻤﻜﻦ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺘﻘﻠﻴﻞ ﻣﻦ ﺃﺛﺮ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﻴﻦ ﺍﻟﺬﻳﻦ ﻳﻬﺪﻓﻮﻥ  ﻖﻧﻈﺎﻡ ﺍﻟﺨﻨ ﻟﺘﻄﻮﻳﺮ ﺗﻬﺪﻑ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﺍﻟﺒﺤﺜﻴﺔ
ﻣﺎ ﺍﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻥ ﻳﺠﺐ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺘﻌﺎﻣﻼﺕ ﺍﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﻪ ﻟﺘﺤﺪﻳﺪ  ﺓﻟﺨﺪﺍﻉ ﻧﻈﺎﻡ ﺍﻟﺨﻨﻖ ﻓﻲ ﺑﺖ ﺗﻮﺭﻧﺖ ﻭﺫﻟﻚ ﻋﻦ ﻁﺮﻳﻖ ﺇﺿﺎﻓﺔ ﻋﺎﻣﻞ ﺍﻟﺨﺒﺮ
 ﻓﻚ ﺍﻟﺨﻨﺎﻕ ﻋﻦ ﻣﺴﺘﺨﺪﻡ ﻣﻦ ﻋﺪﻣﻪ.
ﻭﺫﻟﻚ ﺑﺘﺒﻄﺌﺔ ﻗﺪﺭﺓ  ﺔﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﻴﻦ ﻏﻴﺮ ﻓﻌﺎﻟﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﺸﺎﺭﻛ ﻦﻟﻬﺬﺍ ﺍﻟﻨﻮﻉ ﻣ ﺃﺛﺒﺘﺖ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﺪﺭﺍﺳﻪ ﺃﻥ ﺑﺎﻹﻣﻜﺎﻥ ﺗﻘﻠﻴﻞ ﺍﻷﺛﺮ ﺍﻟﺴﻠﺒﻲ
  ﻣﻊ ﻏﻴﺮﻫﻢ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﻴﻦ ﻓﻌﺎﻟﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﺸﺎﺭﻛﺔ. ﺔﻟﻬﻢ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻘﺎﺭﻧ ﺍﻟﺘﺤﻤﻴﻞ
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1 CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems are known for their flexibility, scalability, and their ability to 
provide the required infrastructure to share resources in a very efficient manner. In a P2P 
network, peers are expected to share resources in return of using the network and other 
peers’ resources [9, 20]. P2P architectures utilization is increasing in recent distributed 
computation solutions because of the efficiency in performance, low maintenance cost 
and high scalability [3].  
P2P networks can be classified based on different criteria, but the most famous 
classification criteria are the degree of centralization and network layout. The degree of 
centralization determines the extent on which the P2P network depends on a central 
server to control the interaction between the peers. The degree of structure refers to the 
way the resources are structured, indexed and distributed in the network. Based on the 
mentioned criteria, the P2P networks can be classified into three major categories: 
centralized, decentralized but structured (hybrid) and decentralized and unstructured 
(pure) [9]. 
In centralized P2P networks, a central directory that is constantly updated is used by all 
peers to locate and discover resources. An example of centralized P2P network is 
Napster. In a hybrid network, the peers are controlled in a systematic topology following 
a certain algorithm. An example of a hybrid P2P network is BitTorrent. In a pure P2P 
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network, there is no central control and peers have little control over the network. An 
example of pure P2P network is Kazaa [9]. 
In general, users of P2P system have the flexibility to choose the peers they would like to 
connect to and they can set limitations of number of connections and bandwidth capacity 
of their direct connections. The users’ resources such as content and computation power 
are the heart of each P2P system [3]. Downloading a large file from a server utilizing a 
regular client server approach will lead to an overhead on the server side, especially when 
a large number of concurrent connections try to access and download files at the same 
time [7]. 
In any P2P network, peers are expected to provide their resources to the rest of the 
network. Examples of resources are bandwidth, storage and computing power. File 
sharing is one of the most important applications of P2P networks. This is because of the 
nature of the P2P networks, which is based on collaboration in a distributed computing 
environment to solve a problem that is computationally intensive with a minimal chance 
of failing. In P2P file sharing, all peers are expected to share either a complete file or at 
least part of it. This is different than the file downloading websites were participation is 
not required.  
In the past few years, BitTorrent became one of the most popular tools for file sharing 
over the Internet. It can be utilized to share large files without affecting the performance 
of the origin server [2]. Studies show that around 40% of the Internet traffic in 2004, and 
60% in 2006 is due to the BitTorrent file exchange. Also, around 170 million people use 
BitTorrent services every month [4, 18]. Studies also show that around 78% of P2P 
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network traffic is due to BitTorrent file exchange traffic. It is also claimed that at any 
point of time, the users of BitTorrent are more than the users of YouTube and Facebook 
combined [18]. One key factor of the popularity of BitTorrent is the high achievable 
download rate by the participating peers.    
The first implementation of BitTorrent protocol was designed in April 2001 and 
implemented in July 2001; it was designed and programmed by Bram Cohen. Currently, 
BitTorrent is a company that manages and enhances many BitTorrent related products.  
BitTorrent Version 5.3 and earlier versions were developed in Python programming 
language, while it was developed in C++ starting from version 6 [4]. Since the invention 
of BitTorrent, it continued to be a strong file sharing protocol, although the intention was 
to produce a protocol that replaces HTTP protocol and not to produce a full P2P system 
[8]. 
When a considerable number of peers in a given P2P network do not contribute 
efficiently, they introduce a case called free riding. This situation forms a threat to the 
proper network operations as the peers in any network are expected to participate as a 
return of using the network’s resources. A free rider is a peer that uses P2P network 
services but doesn’t contribute to the network or other peers at an acceptable level. 
Different studies showed that 70 percent of peers didn’t share any files at all, and 25 % 
provided 99 % of all resources in the network [9]. The free riding problem will lead to an 
inefficient system that is similar to a client server architecture where the overall load is 
focused in the non-free riding peers. It is even worse as the regular peer will not have the 
capacity and the computation power of a high-end server [7]. 
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In P2P content sharing systems, fairness is considered one of the most important factors 
of the system efficiency as it encourages peers to participate and share their resources. 
BitTorrent is not a fair system as it only remembers a short history of the peers upload 
and download rate. This will be a problem for a system with a homogeneous bandwidth 
distribution. This is mainly due to the tit-for-tat strategy that is implemented in BitTorrent 
choking algorithm. In addition, peers will continue to upload and download from the 
same peers as the tit-for-tat is backward-looking algorithms and not forward-looking. The 
tit-for-tat is not efficient when a peer wants to collaborate but does not have the piece that 
meets other peers’ interest [8].    
Many studies such as [13, 11, 21] showed that free riding is achievable in BitTorrent. 
Even if free riding did not change the performance of the network, it is generally not fair 
to have active free riders in any P2P systems. Free riders availability will add an 
overhead on the other providers in the network. In this case, free riders will consume the 
resources without the need to give a single piece. 
 There are many ways free riders can behave in BitTorrent environment. One of the ways 
is by not sending a HAVE message, in this case other peers in the network will not know 
that the free rider got a piece and they will not send a request to get that piece. Free riders 
also will not honestly announce their file status while sending a BITFIELD message 
while handshaking with other peers. Free riders can exploit some aspects of the 
BitTorrent Protocol to maximize their download and reduce their upload which degraded 
the overall performance of the system.  
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BitTorrent is robust and efficient when used ideally, that is when resources are shared by 
all the active peers in the file sharing session. However, it can be further improved to 
enforce fairness especially when free riders peers are active in the network. Depending on 
how a free rider peer behaves, the solution to mitigate their behavior can be designed and 
this introduces a variety of research topics. Examples of malicious acting is free riding, 
uploading junk data, changing open connections configuration, and sending multiple 
messages to the tracker to get more information about seeders. Other examples of 
BitTorrent open research areas are peers selection algorithm, next piece selection 
algorithm and BitTorrent network management [15, 16]. 
Some studies classified the solutions to mitigate free riders into three main categories. 
First: monetary based approach which requires peer charging system for the service they 
get. The fee usually is in a form of virtual currency [22]. Second: reciprocity approach, 
which uses information about the peers’ behavior and their contribution to the 
environment. Third: reputation based approach, which is based on the reputation of the 
peers in the system. Each one of these three categories has its advantages and drawbacks. 
There is usually a trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness in detecting free riders. 
The problem is even more complicated when individual free riding peers know technical 
details about the communication protocols and the free riding detections techniques. In 
this case, they will always have a way to trick the system and get advantage of it [7].       
In this work, the free riding problem is addressed through modifying the BitTorrent 
choking algorithm to overcome the fact that free riding can be achieved via not sending 
HAVE message when the download of a piece is completed.     
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1.1 Problem Statement 
Free riders in this work are the peers who never send a HAVE message when they 
complete downloading a piece. They also never state their file status honestly as they will 
always claim that they do not have any piece yet by sending an empty BITFIELD 
message. In this way, free riders will never share any block in the BitTorrent 
environment. 
It is proven that the existing BitTorrent choking algorithm suffers from many drawbacks. 
One major drawback is allowing free riders to utilize resources of the contributing peers 
which will lead to an overall inefficiency for the contributing peers and the environment. 
It will also cause an overhead on the pieces providers as they will have to distribute the 
file for free riders and non-free riders. If a peer is going to eventually get what it is asking 
for whether it shares or not, there will be no incentive to share resources, all peers will 
rather be free riders as well. In this research, we aim to raise the fairness of the BitTorrent 
environment by discouraging free riders to join an active BitTorrent file sharing session 
or even encourage them to change their behavior and start sharing.  
By solving the problem of free riding in BitTorrent environment, the load on contributing 
seeders and leechers will be reduced as all peers in the system will be sharing resources. 
It will also reduce the load on the tracker as the initial provided peer sets will be 
sufficient to provide the full file to the swarm. In addition, the download progress of free 
riders will be slow down as a way of punishment. 
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It has been proven in the literature and through our experimental results that BitTorrent 
choking algorithm suffers from many drawbacks. In this research, we try to block some 
of the holes that free riders use to get advantage of the contributing peers.   
1.2 Research Objectives 
The main objectives of this research are:           
• To fully analyze the BitTorrent choking algorithm and find out where free riders 
are getting advantage. 
• To introduce a new type of free riding by not sending a HAVE message when a 
free rider completes the download of any piece. 
• To analyze the effect of free riding in the overall environment. 
• To reduce the effect of free riding by improving the existing choking algorithm 
(tit-for-tat) that is a game theory based model in BitTorrent environment and 
enhance the optimistic unchoking algorithm to overcome free riders behavior. 
• To analyze the effectiveness of the proposed free riding mitigation algorithm and 
compare the results with the original choking algorithm.     
1.3 Thesis Contribution  
The main contribution of this research is the full analysis of the choking algorithm every 
10 seconds and the optimistic unchoking as well. The analysis was done experimentally, 
to detect the contribution of each block of the algorithm in unchoking free riders. Also 
the free riding idea which is not to send a HAVE message is unique and original. In 
addition, implement the X chance giving algorithm that shows an effective way of 
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delaying the download progress of free riders while maintaining the download progress 
of non-free riding peers. In addition, the implemented algorithm cannot be tricked by 
other peers; whether they are honest, dishonest, forms a group or cheat by any other 
known mean.      
1.4 Thesis Organization: 
The structure of the thesis is organized as the following: chapter 2 gives a background 
about BitTorrent key terms and definitions, the BitTorrent communication protocol and it 
also covers some important techniques that BitTorrent uses for improving file sharing 
efficiency. 
 Chapter 3 presents the literature review of free riding in BitTorrent and some of the 
implemented mechanisms to mitigate free riding in BitTorrent environment.  
In chapter 4, the thesis discusses the proposed model, where we show the research 
approach  and the modification of the choking algorithm that is the heart of this research.  
Chapter 5 discusses the simulation and experimental results. It covers the effect of 
injecting free riders in the system, the effect of free riders on peers with different 
bandwidths and the competition between free riders and non-free riders in different 
simulation experiments. It also shows the improvement of the BitTorrent environment 
after improving the choking algorithm.  
The last chapter of this thesis is a conclusion and a discussion about the future work. 
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2 CHAPTER 2 
BitTorrent Background 
2.1 BitTorrent Environment Terminologies 
Before describing the BitTorrent protocol in details, it is necessary to define the most 
important terms in BitTorrent environment. Below are the fundamental BitTorrent terms 
and keywords:  
• .torrent File: A file that contains the meta-data about the file to be shared. It is 
usually published by the original file source and uploaded to a public repository. 
It contains data about the file such as the number of pieces that form the file, the 
file length, the hash code of the file, the tracker address and other related 
information.  
• Tracker: A master node (server) that has all information about all active peers in 
a BitTorrent session. It provides a list of peers to be contacted for a file sharing 
session. Also it tracks the progress of the file being downloaded for all peers and 
manages the communication among peers.   
• Seeder: A peer that has the completed file. A peer can be an initial seeder, which 
means that it has the completed file since the beginning of the file sharing session. 
A peer can be also transferred to a seeder when it completes the file download 
during the progress of the file sharing session.     
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• Leecher: A peer that has a part of the shared file at a specific time. Ideally and by 
default, a leecher will be transformed to a seeder when it completes downloading 
the file.  
• Piece: A part of the file. It is divided into a set of blocks or sub-pieces. The piece 
size can be selected by the original source of the file through a multiple choice 
options while generating the .torrent file.  
• Block: A sub-piece, the block is the smallest unit of the shared file; its size is 16 
KB.  
• PeerSet: A set of peers that includes seeders, leechers or a combination of both. 
The tracker randomly provides the peer set to a peer who joins the file sharing 
session. The peer set size ranges from 20-80, but the standard and default size is 
50 peers.  
• Swarm: A database at each peer, it saves information about all peers in its peer 
set. It is mainly used to store the file status of each peer (what are the pieces that a 
given peer has). The data structure of the swarm is a two dimensional array with 
the peer ID as an index and one dimensional array of 0 and 1 to identify the 
available pieces with each peer at any given time.       
• Neighbor: A peer with (TCP/IP) direct connection with another peer. It is in its 
peer-set and swarm. It is randomly provided by the tracker upon a request. 
• Message: A message that peers and tracker exchange to manage all transaction 
during the file downloading and uploading process. There are many BitTorrent 
communication messages, which will be discussed in more details in this chapter.  
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2.2 BitTorrent Communication Protocol 
In BitTorrent, the trackers are responsible for helping peers who need to download a file 
in finding providers of the file. Trackers uses a very simple protocol on top of HTTP, 
where it receives information about the file to be downloaded, the port of the sender, and 
the tracker reply with a list of other peers who are participating on uploading or 
downloading the same file [5]. 
All logistical problems about file upload and download are handled at the peers’ 
interaction level. A very little amount of information about file download and upload is 
sent to the tracker for statistical analysis only. Each time a tracker is asked to provide 
peers for interaction, it provides a random 50 peers. Random peer selection is proved to 
be robust as many peers selection algorithms results in power law graph which can get 
segmented after a small amount of mix [5]. 
In a BitTorrent peer-to-peer interaction, data is sent using TCP protocol where several 
requests are pending at the same time. To avoid delay problems while sending the pieces, 
BitTorrent clients divide the pieces into blocks and send 5 requests at a time.   
As described in [6], the BitTorrent file exchange mechanism is run as the following: 
• The source of the File (original seeder) creates a .torrent file, which contains 
meta-data about the file. Such data includes: file name, length, number of pieces, 
the tracker address and hashing information. 
• The original file provider posts the .torrent file in a public location or a website. 
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• Any peer who is interested in downloading the file will contact the tracker to join 
an active sharing session and gets a list of other peers who might have a part of 
the file or the complete file, by using the .torrent file. 
• The new peer joining the network will contact the list of the provided peers 
directly to ask for downloading the file. 
• When the new peer downloads the file completely, it forms a new source to 
distribute the file and will be provided to other peers as a file source. 
The original file provider has the ability to divide the file into several pieces where he or 
she can choose the piece size from a given list while using BitTorrent client. The pieces 
are further divided into multiple blocks, each of size 16KB. The file structure is designed 
in a way that supports rapid sharing, where the blocks and pieces can be acquired from 
different providers. 
Figure  1 summarizes the BitTorrent file sharing process: 
1. The client ‘peer A’ retrieves the .torrent file from a public web-server 
2. ‘Peer A’ contacts the tracker asking for 50 active peers in the torrent file sharing 
session. 
3. The tracker sends 50 peers that are active during the torrent file sharing session. 
4.  ‘Peer A’ contacts the peer set provided by the tracker if possible. Some of them 
are seeders and the others are leechers 
5. File exchange starts according to the BitTorrent protocol, which will be 
explained later in this chapter.  
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Figure 1: BitTorrent file sharing process [16] 
 
Figure 2 shows a snapshot of a BitTorrent client, the upper right corner shows an option 
of adding a new torrent file; this means that the client wants to download the file. There is 
also an option on the list to create a new torrent; in this case, the seeder will share a new 
file and will create a new torrent file to be published at a public website. The lower part 
of figure 2 shows the status of all the subfolders of the initial folder to be downloaded. 
There are also other tabs that show information about the peers in direct connection with 
the client, and information about the bandwidth and the progress of the downloading 
process. 
 Figure 3 shows the form of creating a new .torrent file. It gives a list of the piece size, 
and the user has the option of keeping the default, which will allow BitTorrent to choose 
the optimum piece size. The user can also choose whether to keep the torrent file private 
or public. The piece size ranges from 16 KB to 16384 KB.    
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Figure 2: BitTorrent client 
 
 
Figure 3: Creating a new .torrent file in BitTorrent client 
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BitTorrent protocol is a message based protocol. These Messages are used to 
communicate between the peers and the tracker and between the peers with themselves. 
Below is the list of messages that are used in BitTorrent protocol: 
• TRACKER: This message is sent from any peer to the tracker to ask for a set of 
peers that are currently active in either downloading or uploading the file. 
• PEERSET: A message that sent from the tracker to a peer that asked for a set of 
peers which are currently active in a file sharing session. The message will 
contain the addresses of 50 peers. 
• BITFIELD: A message that is sent between a peer and another peer to become a 
neighbor. It is also used to establish a direct connection and to share the file status 
of each peer. 
There are 4 types of BITFIELD messages:  
1. Request with ACK: A peer sends the message to another peer provided by 
the tracker in the peer set. The objective is to ask the remote peer if it can be a 
neighbor and to ask for its file status. 
2. Response with ACK:  It is used to confirm that the sender of the previous 
BITFIELD message was added to the swarm of the reception and to confirm 
that the file status was updated to reflect what the sender has. 
3. Response with NACK: It is used to inform the sender of a received 
BITFIELD message of type a request_with_ACK that the request is not 
accepted. This is most probably due to exceeding the number of allowed 
neighbors. In this case, the swarm and the file status is not updated. 
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4. Request with NACK: This message is sent when a message from an 
unknown sender is received. This usually happen due to a problem in the 
transport protocol. The receiver of this message usually sends a 
request_with_ACK to the sender of this message.             
• INTERESTED: A message that is sent from a peer to another to indicate that it is 
interested in any of the receiver’s resources. 
• NOT_INTERESTED: A message sent after receiving a HAVE message 
regarding a specific piece to indicate that the sender is not interested in that piece 
anymore. 
• CHOKE: A message that is sent from a peer to another to indicate that it won’t 
allow requesting any pieces from the sender at the moment. 
• UNCHOKE: A message that is sent from a peer to another to indicate that it is 
allowed to request pieces from the sender at the moment.      
• REQUEST: A message that is sent from a peer to another peer requesting a 
specific block in a specific piece from a specific peer, it can be sent only after 
receiving UNCHOKE message. 
• CANCEL: a peer sent from a peer to another to indicate that it already got a piece 
and it is not interested in it anymore. 
• PIECE: In this message, the block data is streamed from the source to the 
destination. 
• HAVE: A message sent from a peer to all other peers in its swarm, it indicates 
that a new piece is completely downloaded and it is available for sharing. 
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• KEEP_ALIVE: a message sent between neighbors who have not contacted each 
other for two minutes to check whether they are still connected to the network. 
When a new peer joins the network, it may start with zero pieces or partial pieces of the 
required file. At this stage, it will send a TRACKER Message to the tracker to ask for 
other peers who are actively sharing the file at the moment. The tracker will reply back 
with a PEERSET message that includes 50 random peers who are seeders, leechers or a 
combination of both.  
When the local peer receives the PEERSET message, it will contact all 50 peers using 
BITFIELD message. The BITFILED message is used to announce the file status of each 
peer where the swarm of the local peer and each remote peer is being updated based on 
the file status field attached to the BITFIELD message.  At this stage, all leechers will 
send an INTERESTED message to all peers who have a piece of interest; the piece 
selection is decided based on the rarest first algorithms. When a peer receives an 
INTERESTED message, it updates its database of interested peers.  
Every ten seconds, each peer runs a choking algorithm to decide which 3 peers it should 
unchoke. By uncocking, a piece provider will allow the interested peer to download it. 
The UNCHOKE message is sent to 3 interested peers and the rest of the peers will be 
sent a CHOKE message. The unchoking algorithm will be discussed in section 2.4. 
When a peer receives an UNCHOKE message, it sends a REQUEST message to the peer 
that just sent the UNCHOKE message. When a peer receives a request message, it sends 
back a PIECE message with the block that was requested.  
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When a peer complete downloading a given piece, it sends a HAVE message to all peers 
that are interested with the piece ID attached to it. When a peer receives a HAVE 
message, it updates its swarm, indicating that a new peer became a provider of this piece.  
When a peer completes downloading all pieces, it is switched automatically to a seeder of 
the file. 
If a peer receives a HAVE message for a piece that was received from someone else, it 
will send NOT_INTRESTED message to the sender of the HAVE message, this is to 
indicate that the sender of the NOT_INTRESTED message is not interested anymore in 
the specific piece which was interested in earlier. If a peer sent a REQUEST message to 
another peer then gets the piece from somebody else, it will send CANCEL message to 
indicate that the piece has been already collected.    
Figure 4 shows the main part of the BitTorrent algorithm. Assuming that ‘Peer A’ is a 
leecher who just got the ‘Peer B’ and ‘Peer C’ in its peer set that was given by the 
tracker. 
1. ‘Peer A’ send a BITFIELD message to both peers, ‘Peer B’ is a seeder and ‘Peer 
C’ is a leecher. The BITFIELD message has the file status of ‘Peer A’. Since it 
is a leecher that just joined the environment, it has Zero pieces. 
2. ‘Peer B’ and ‘Peer C’ will replay with a BITFIELD message to ‘Peer A’. ‘Peer 
B’ will indicate that it is a seeder and ‘Peer C’ will indicate that it is a leecher by 
attaching their file status to the BITFIELD message. 
3. Assuming that ‘Peer A’ is interested in a piece from ‘Peer B’, it will send an 
INTRESTED message and it will mention the piece ID. 
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4. ‘Peer A’ will wait for UNCHOKE message from ‘Peer B’ and this might take 
some time as ‘Peer A’ has to be selected through ‘Peer B’ choking algorithm 
either through the optimistic unchoking or the regular unchoking algorithm. 
5. When ‘Peer A’ receives UNCHOKE message, it will send a REQUEST 
message attaching the piece ID. 
6. ‘Peer B’ will send a PIECE message that has the continent of the block that is 
previously requested. 
7. ‘Peer A’ will repeat the cycle from (3-6) until it complete downloading one 
piece or it receives a CHOKE message. 
8. When ‘Peer A’ complete downloading a piece, it will send HAVE message to 
all neighbors, including ‘Peer C’ to indicate that it just completed the piece and 
that it is available for sharing. 
9. Assuming that ‘Peer C’ is interested in the above piece, it will send an interested 
message and the cycle will goes from (3-9) between ‘Peer A’ and ‘Peer C’        
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Figure 4: BitTorrent messages sequence 
 
2.3 BitTorrent Piece Selection Strategies  
Piece selection in BitTorrent plays a major role in the performance and robustness of the 
system. A poor piece selection could lead to having all the pieces which are currently on 
offer or not having any piece to offer. BitTorrent implements the strict piece policy which 
means that once a single block is requested, the remaining blocks from the same piece are 
requested too; this ensures getting complete pieces as soon as possible. BitTorrent also 
implements the rarest first policy; it decides which piece to be downloaded next. Peers 
generally start downloading the least available pieces among their neighbors. This means 
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that the most wanted pieces will be available for downloading in a quick manner. It will 
simply delay requesting pieces that are commonly distributed for later [16]. 
 There is an exception for the rarest piece selection policy, which is when a new peer 
joins the network; this is to ensure that the new peer will get a piece as soon as possible, 
so it can offer at least one piece to the community. For this reason, the new comers will 
chose the first piece randomly, and then will switch to the rarest piece first policy [5].   
There are four main piece selection strategies that peers use in order to select the next 
piece to download. This section of the thesis will cover the different piece selection 
strategies in BitTorrent protocol. 
• Strict Policy: Peers in BitTorrent try to get the complete piece of the file before 
requesting other pieces. This is due to the fact that only complete pieces can be 
exchanged. This means that if a block of a specific piece is requested, then all 
the blocks of the same piece will be requested later [18]. 
• Engame Mode: This strategy is used at the end of the file downloading process. 
When a peer asks for the same block from all neighbors, and the block is 
downloaded, it aborts the connection with all the neighbors in order to save 
bandwidth. This strategy is used to avoid wasting time waiting for slow peers to 
provide the last block [18]. 
• Rarest First: This strategy means that peers will look for the rarest piece 
available in the system in order to download it first. The purpose is to reduce the 
load in the piece provider and have more providers in the system as soon as 
possible. The peers can identify the rarest piece in the system by searching for 
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the pieces among all neighbors in the swarm. The swarm is updated every time a 
piece becomes available in the system [18]. 
•  Random First Piece: There is an exception of the rarest piece policy, which is 
the random first piece. This is adopted when a new peer joins the system as it 
would like to share a complete piece as soon as possible. This is adopted for the 
peer to be ready when a peer is evaluated for choking decision using tit-for-tat. 
This method will choose the first piece randomly [18]. 
2.4 Choking Algorithm in BitTorrent 
As BitTorrent is not a central resource allocation system, each peer is responsible for 
maximizing its download rate. This is achievable by downloading from peers that have 
the missing blocks and pieces, considering that they are allowed to download; this can be 
controlled through the choking algorithm. As the adopted choking algorithm is a tit-for-
tat, peers have to cooperate in order to maximize their download rate. Choking is a 
temporary refusal to upload; the choked peer will stop downloading but it can continue 
upload to a specific peer without the need to reconfigure the connection. The choking 
algorithm is not a part of the wire protocol, it is only required to enhance the overall 
network performance. A good choking algorithm should utilize all the available 
resources. At the same time, it should be consistent resistant to peers that download 
without uploading resources [5]. 
In BitTorrent, each peer unchoke a fixed number of peers, the default number is 3. The 
decision on which four peers to unchoke is taken every 10 seconds by each peer and it is 
based on the download rate or the upload rate on the last 20 seconds, depending whether 
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the peer running the algorithm is a seeder or a leecher. This process is repeated every 10 
seconds where the three peers to be unchoked are re-picked; this is to avoid wasting 
resources by rapidly choking and unchoking peers. Previous choking algorithm also 
consider long term net transfer amounts, this solution performed poorly because of 
shifting the bandwidth rapidly over time as the resources go away or become available 
[5]. 
Choking only peers that upload the most to the local peers will lead to ignoring peers that 
recently join the network and will also lead to the lack of discovery if the current unused 
connections are actually better than the used ones or not. To overcome this limitation, 
BitTorrent uses optimistic unchoking that occurs every 30 seconds by each peer. During 
this time, one random peer is being unchoked. During optimistic unchoking, the current 
download rate is completely ignored; this will allow the new comers to download 
resources. 30 seconds was selected carefully to ensure upload full capacity, download full 
capacity and for the downloader to reciprocate [5]. 
The choking algorithm every 10 seconds consists of 4 different blocks. In the first block, 
there are two scenarios. If the local peer is a seeder, it will sort its neighbors by how 
much they have downloaded from it in the last 20 seconds. Then it will try to pick the top 
3 interested peers, in terms of their download rate. If there are no 3 interested peers, then 
the second block of the algorithm will be activated. 
The second scenario is when the local peer running the algorithm is a leecher. It will sort 
its neighbors by how much they have uploaded to the local peer and will pick the three 
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top interested peers, if any. If there are no 3 interested peers, then the second block of the 
algorithm will be activated. 
In the second block of the algorithm, the three slots to be unchoked are complemented 
randomly.  
• If 3 slots were filled by block number 1 of the code, then there will be no slots 
that are filled randomly. 
• If 2 slots are filled by sorting, then 1 slot will be filled randomly.  
• If 1 slot filled by sorting, then 2 slots will be filled randomly. 
• If 0 slots are filled by sorting, then 3 slots will be filled randomly. 
In block 3 of the algorithm, the 3 slots whether filled by sorting or filled randomly or a 
combination of both will be sent an UNCHOKE message if they have contributed 
anything in the last 60 seconds and they have contributed anything before, if the local 
peer is a leecher. If the local peer is a seeder, it will definitely send 3 unchoke message to 
the peers occupying the three slots.  
In the fourth block of the algorithm, all peers that were not unchoked in block 3 will be 
choked and sent CHOKE message. Figure 5 describes the BitTorrent choking algorithm 
that happens every 10 seconds by all peers. The numbers in the boxes are the number of 
blocks uploaded or downloaded by the peers running the algorithm in the last 20 seconds, 
depending whether the local peer who is running the algorithm is a seeder or a leecher.  
The pseudo code of the regular choking algorithm for seeders is illustrated in algorithm 1 
and the pseudo code of the regular choking algorithm for leechers is illustrated in 
Algorithm 2.  
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Figure 5: The four blocks of the original BitTorrent regular choking algorithm 
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Algorithm 1: Seeders regular choking algorithm 
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Algorithm 2: Leecher regular choking algorithm 
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Every 30 seconds, all peers will unchoke one peer from their neighbors randomly, this is 
called optimistic unchoke. The only condition is if they are choked at the time of running 
the optimistic unchoking algorithm.  Figure 6 demonstrates the idea of optimistic 
unchoking. The numbers in the boxes shows the number of downloaded or uploaded 
blocks by all the neighbors of the peer running the optimistic unchoking, depending 
whether the local peer that is running the algorithm is a seeder or a leecher. Algorithm 3 
demonstrates the pseudo code of the optimistic choking algorithm for seeders and 
leechers. 
 
Figure 6: Optimistic choking demonstration 
 
 
Algorithm 3: Optimistic choking algorithm for seeders and leechers 
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Figure 7 summarizes the BitTorrent choking algorithm in a set {n} representing the 
neighbors of a specific peer that is running the algorithm. The set u is the unchoked peers 
during the ten seconds interval, while the set o is the unchoked peer during the 30 
seconds interval and it is of size one. 
 
Figure 7: A summary of BitTorrent choking algorithm 
 
Below is a summary of the original choking unchoking algorithm: 
• Every 10 seconds: 
o If the peer is a seeder, it sorts its neighbors by downloading rate in the last 
20 seconds. The top 3 ({u}є{n}) interested peers (if any) in decreasing 
download rate order will be unchoked. 
o If the peer is a leecher, it sorts its neighbors by uploading rate in the last 
20 seconds. The top 3 ({u}є{n}) interested peers (if any) in decreasing 
upload order will be unchoked. 
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o If the number of interested peers is less than 3, the remaining peers to be 
unchoked will be selected randomly. 
o The remaining peers in {n} that are {n-u} will be choked. 
• Every 30 seconds: 
o One peer will be unchoked randomly and this is called optimistic 
unchoking.  
o Other peers will maintain the current choking status.  
The objective of the original design of the choking/ unchoking algorithm differs from 
seeders to leechers. It is summarized as below:  
• Seeder wants to distribute the file as soon as possible and that is why they 
unchoke the neighbors who downloaded the most out of them in the last 20 
seconds of the 10 seconds choking routine. If the number of seeders increased in 
the environment, the load on the original seeders will decrease as there will be 
more providers to distribute the file in the environment. 
• Leechers want to get the file as soon as possible to become seeder and either 
leaves the file sharing session or stay as seeder and distribute the file for a specific 
period of time. 
• In optimistic unchoking, both seeders and leechers are randomly picking the peer 
to unchoke and this is to give a chance to peers with low bandwidth to get 
advantage of the resources and also to give opportunity to the new peer who just 
joined the BitTorrent environment. 
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Considering the described choking algorithm, there are many holes where free riders can 
get advantages of. Going back to block number one of the choking algorithm, the local 
peer who is running the algorithm could be a seeder or a leecher. If a seeder sorts by how 
much it uploaded to its neighbors and unchoke the top 3 peers, then there is no way to 
detect free riders. Not only this, if the seeder finds that free riders are the fastest 
downloaders, it will continue unchoking them until they become seeder as well. Then, 
free riders most probably will leave the environment without contributing a block to the 
BitTorrent environment. When there are no three interested peers, the remaining will be 
picked randomly and again there is no way to detect free riders. Figure 8 demonstrates a 
scenario where free riders can be unchoked by a seeder in the 10 seconds choking 
algorithm. The numbers in the boxes are the number of block uploaded by the seeder who 
is running the choking algorithm.  ‘FR’ represents a free rider and ‘NFR’ represents a 
non-free rider.  
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Figure 8: A demonstration on how free riders get advantages of seeders in the regular choking algorithm 
 
For leechers, there is more control on free riders. However, there is still an opportunity of 
a leakage of free riders. When a leecher sorts interested peers by how much they have 
uploaded to it, zero is still a number and if there are no interested peers that are not free 
riders, free riders will be selected and unchoked accordingly. It is also the case when 
there are no 3 interested peers that are not free riders, a maximum of three and a 
minimum of one free rider will be unchoked randomly. Figure 9 shows one scenario 
where leechers can unchoke free riders.   
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Figure 9: A demonstration of how free riders get advantage of leechers in the regular choking algorithm 
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3 CHAPTER 3 
Literature Review 
This chapter presents the literature review and the related work in BitTorrent free riding 
and free riding mitigation. It also discusses the different possible attacks to BitTorrent 
and the techniques applied to reduce or illuminate their effect on the BitTorrent 
environment.     
3.1 Free Riding in BitTorrent Environment 
In [13], the author discussed some of the motivations of free riding in BitTorrent 
environment, such as the limited upload bandwidth and the illegality of uploading copy 
righted material in some countries such as Switzerland. The author also tried to enhance 
the protocol and invent mechanisms to make free riding infeasible by implementing ideas 
from the network coding approach. The author discussed the limitations of the original 
choking algorithm that is when a peer has less than predefined number of connections 
into the swarm, it will unchoke any peer that is interested without even contributing any 
block. BitThief was also introduced in this work, showing the concepts and ideas and the 
different attacks implemented. 
The first attack implemented in [13] is aggressive connection opening, where BitThief 
tries to open as many active connections as possible; this is achievable by asking the 
tracker frequently about peer addresses. The experiments showed that after six minutes, 
the BitThief was able to open three times the connections opened by the official mainline 
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client. The official client default number of connections limit is 100 connections, while 
BitThief does not impose a limit in the number of open connections; it aggressively tries 
to open as many connections as possible. Figure10 shows a comparison between the 
number of connections BitThif can open and the official client possible number of 
connections with the progress of time. As the number of connections increases, the 
download rate increases as well [13]. 
 
Figure 10: BitThief and official BitTorrent client number of connections comparison [13] 
 
The second attack discussed in [13] is called ‘downloading from seeders only’. The 
reason to attack seeders is the fact that they have the complete file and they do not have 
any means to check the contribution of peers before unchoking them. Any torrent file 
starts with one seeder and many leechers, these leechers become seeders with time; and it 
is up to them when to quit the session and stop providing. BitThief gets benefit of 
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downloading from seeders and does not depend on leechers as their contribution does not 
boost the performance [13]. 
The third discussed attack in [13] is uploading garbage data. During the uploading 
process, there is no mechanism to check the validity of a received block until the entire 
piece is completed. In this attack, random garbage is uploaded to trick the receiver that 
the sender is actually uploading data. Some BitTorrent implementations were able to 
detect this attack because they could discover that the data uploaded was garbage, which 
leads to IP blocking. In addition, an algorithm was developed to make sure that no peer 
will receive an entirely garbage piece, so they will get some garbage blocks only. This 
problem is also related to the piece size which ranges from 64KB to 1MB, depending on 
the choice of the original seeder of the file [13]. 
In [11], the author presented a fluid based model with two different classes of peers to 
capture the effect of free riding on BitTorrent environment. The study concluded that the 
incentive mechanism in BitTorrent is successful in preventing free riding in a system 
without seeders. However, the mechanism is not as successful as in an environment with 
a high number of seeders. As a result, they proposed a method that limits the seeders 
bandwidth allocation to reduce the effect of seeders in free riding. It is also found that the 
weakest point in BitTorrent is the choking algorithms, where there is no effective policy 
on whom to unchoke next. The experiments performed in [11] concluded that the Nash 
equilibrium of the system is to achieve the maximum uploading bandwidth. The results 
show that the algorithm effectively enhances the performance of peers’ contribution. 
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The author of [12] indicates that BitTorrent protocol for large file distribution strives to 
provide a form of fairness where clients who don’t contribute to the environment should 
not achieve high download rate. In this work, they studied the effect of selfish BitTorrent 
clients; where they attempt to download more than the fair rate or share; they do that by 
abusing the protocol mechanism. Three potential exploits where selfish peers can 
increase their gain were identified. The three exploits were selected after a deep 
understanding of the BitTorrent mechanism.       
The first exploit that was experimented is downloading from the seeders only, this occurs 
by continuously asking for new peer set by sending a TRACKER message again and 
again. In a short time, this peer will have information about most of the seeders in the 
system as it can determine which peers have what pieces through the BITFIELD 
message. This way, the selfish peer will ignore leechers and contact seeders only. 
Experiments confirmed that the selfish peer would be able to achieve a high download 
rate as it is utilizing seeders that usually have high upload rate. In a short time, the selfish 
peer will have the complete file without the need to contribute any bit in the network. 
These results violate the fairness model of BitTorrent, according to which free riders 
should achieve a low download rate only. It will also negatively affect the non-free rider 
peers in the system, as the selfish peer will utilize one of the unchoking slots of the 
seeders. The negative effect can be even magnified using Sybil attack through having 
multiple identities for the selfish peer that maintains multiple open connections [12]. 
The second discussed attack in [12] is downloading from the fastest peers. This way, the 
selfish peers will attempt to maximize their download rate by connecting with the fastest 
peers in the network. This can be achieved through the optimistic unchoking where all 
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peers can download from any other peer even if their bandwidth capacity doesn’t match. 
The way to detect fast peers is by monitoring their frequencies of sending have message 
that indicates the complete download of a new piece. This can be applied only to leechers 
as seeder will not send a HAVE message. This attack is harmful especially during startup 
phase where new arrivals can only get pieces through optimistic unchoking [12]. 
The third studied attack is advertising false pieces, which means that a selfish peer can 
upload garbage when it is asked about a piece. The receiver will discover that he got 
garbage when he receives the remaining blocks of the garbage piece, this is because it 
will not match the hash coding of the meta file and there is no way to go back to the 
origin of the piece, so that there is no way to detect the selfish peer. The selfish peer will 
generate the garbage data at a very slow rate, so that it will not be marked as a seeder in 
the system [12]. 
 The author in [19] also developed a BitTorrent client that acquires more than normal 
view about the available peers in the session and connects to larger number of peers. 
Also, the modified client will never upload any piece to the environment. The modified 
client was able to achieve a better download rate, comparing with the official BitTorrent 
client. The experiment using planetLab residing torrent with 300 leechers shows that free 
riding peers performed better than the tit-for-tat complaint peers, especially when the free 
riders are not dominating the system. The modified client connects to the tracker every 
15seconds and every time it acts like a new peer, but it keeps the previous information 
about the other peers it connects to. This way, it can connect to a larger swarm and get 
more resources from the environment. In this scenario, the client can change identity, not 
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to be detected by the tracker or the different peers that exchange peers info in case of 
tracker frailer. 
The author in [14] also discussed many of the BitTorrent possible free riding attacks. 
These include the garbage uploading and the Sybil attack, where clients use different 
identities to connect to the tracker; this way, they can get more connection to peers that 
they can download from. The paper also discussed a background about BitThief and the 
fact that it maximizes its download mainly from seeders and only gets from leechers if 
possible. BitThief connects to a large number of peers to get a larger opportunity of being 
unchoked through optimistic unchoking. The author also discussed BitTyrant client, 
where it will upload in a minimal speed that will allow it to get through its neighbors 
active peer set. In this case, the BitTyrent was able to achieve 70% improvement in the 
download rate comparing with honest peers. 
Another attack discussed in [14] is the under reporting strategy where a peer does not 
announce some pieces that it has in order not to share them at the early stages of the 
sharing session. This will trick the piece selection algorithm to make the client as a less 
interesting peer of the swarm. If all clients use this methodology, the performance of the 
entire system will be reduced sharply.    
3.2 Mitigating Free Riding in BitTorrent Environment 
This section discusses the most important free riding mitigation solutions in BitTorrent.  
Generally, any of the below four solutions could be used in mitigating free riders in 
BitTorrent environment. 
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Monetary-Based Approaches: This solution is based on applying a charge for the 
services that peers consume in the network. This charge can be either by applying 
subscription fee or fee per transaction. There are many problems with this solution, 
such as the lack of peers’ participation incentive and the lack of a guaranteed quality 
of the service provided. This solution is also based on a centralized monitoring 
mechanism which might cause an overhead as well as forms a single point of failure 
for the entire system. It also requires creating an identity system to identify peers. 
 
Reciprocity-Based Approaches: This solution is based on monitoring other peers’ 
behavior through a numerical analysis. In this approach, peers usually monitor others 
behavior during the current session. Since this approach does not keep a historical 
record of the peer’s behavior, a specific peer might be considered as a free rider in 
one transaction and not in other transactions. In this approach, the peer is being 
judged based on its direct experience with other peers. 
 
Reputation-Based Approaches: This solution is based on the information gathered 
from all peers in the system. The feedback could be positive or negative. The positive 
feedback is usually given about good peers while negative feedback is given about 
free riders. This approach is based on fixed peers identity. This solution has many 
drawbacks such as collusion, where group of free riders collaborate to give an 
individual free rider or a set of them a good reputation to damage the reputation 
system. Another problem is whitewashing where a peer changes its behavior in order 
to gain the trust of other peers in the system.   
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Game Theory Approaches: This solution is based on game theory which is a 
strategic approach based on mathematical model to develop a decision making 
mechanism and approach for each member in a game. In this case, each peer in 
BitTorrent environment will take a decision to share or not to share based on the 
information available to it about the other peer that is interacting with. The original 
solution in BitTorrent is tit-for-tat, that is why the BitTorrent choking algorithm is 
considered a game theory approach. 
Some experiments performed in [18] proved that free riding is achievable in BitTorrent. 
He observed that an overhead of up to 430% easily generated by a small set of selfish 
users. To mitigate the effect of free riders in the system, a new P2P architecture was 
proposed to classify peers with the help of a small number of trusted auditors (TAs). TAs 
are regular clients that can download and upload resources. However, they can detect free 
riders by observing their neighbors behavior, this is to improve performance and 
distribute computation over different nodes. The work of [18] shows that an increase in 
bandwidth capacity for 80% of free riding identities in a single TA system with a 6% 
download time while it reaches 100% overhead without the TA implementation. 
In this approach, the author of [18] found that the performance of honest peers in 
BitTorrent mainly suffers from two factors. First, the randomness of selecting peers by 
the tracker when it is asked about a peer set. In this factor, free riders consume much of 
the seeds’ upload and download rate, while honest peers get lower rates. Second factor is 
optimistic unchoking where it is very slow in helping honest peers to discover each other. 
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 The proposed approach separates the service pool for the discovered free riders from the 
service pool of honest peers. The trusted auditor will be able to identify free riders based 
on their bandwidth analysis and level of contribution. TAs are managed by the content 
provider and they are controlled by strong identity control through passwords. The 
proposed approach will not suffer from the reputation collision as there will be no way 
for a malicious peer to miss with the reputation system with incorrect information about 
peers’ behavior as the reputation system itself is distributed and tightly protected. 
In the basic implementation of the proposed methodology, three service pools were 
created. One pool for the contributing peers, one pool for the free riders and one pool for 
new comers in the environment. The TA of a specific SWARM will submit the statistics 
to the tracker and the tracker can then move a peer to a specific pool based on its 
analyzed reputation. The number of TAs in the system and the frequency of assigning 
pools to peers are controlled by parameters to the simulation environment. The reputation 
is tied to the peer identity, this is to ensure history association, all clients request to 
download a file will have to login to the system with a user name and a password [18].  
The author of [10] discussed how incentives play a major role in BitTorrent in motivating 
peers to upload to others in order to achieve a high upload time for all peers. The author 
claims that BitTorrent does not provide the incentives to follow the protocol. In his work, 
[10] proposed an auction-based model to study and improve BitTorrent incentives. Game 
theory was used to model the new proposed interaction algorithm called proportional 
share. Studies show that BitTorrent incentives have focused on how to model the 
unchoking algorithm that peers use to decide on whom to upload to. In this work, the 
author also focused on developing new and robust incentives by revealing a rather 
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straightforward model in the way peers clears their action by deciding how much they 
reward others for uploading pieces to them. 
Other work has also been done in encouraging cooperation among selfish BitTorrent 
participants. tit-for-tat for example is a common mechanism in which peers share 
resources with peers that cooperated with them in the past. Second example of incentive 
based solution in BitTorrent is Monetary Mechanism such as BitStore and Dondelion 
which are centralized approaches that gives incentive to seeders who recently completed 
the file to remain in the system and continue uploading files; this address the seeder 
promotion problem. Third example is Topology-based Reciprocation, which allows peers 
to punish nodes both upstream and downstream from it. In this scenario, peers have to 
take exactly as much they receive which is unnecessary strict [10].  
Regarding the upload garbage attack, the metafile file contains SHA1 hashes for each 
piece. As a result, the piece can be verified when it is completely downloaded. The peers 
try to get the entire piece from the same source, which let them discover the validity of 
the piece in a quick manner. If a peer is discovered uploading garbage data, its IP will be 
blocked for several hours or days, depending on the implementation. This concluded that 
this attack is not a preferable option as most of implemented clients such as Azureus can 
handle it. In addition, there were some attempts to create a hash tree at the sub piece level 
that allow it to discover the garbage data immediately [13, 14].  
There were also some attempts that are discussed in [19] to improve the optimistic 
unchoking algorithm, so instead of randomly picking peers to be unchoked, the local peer 
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considers many factors before unchoking a peer. Some of the factors that can be 
considered while performing an optimistic unchoking to mitigate free riders are: 
1. Claim to have no pieces. 
2. Claim to have pieces that the local peer is missing. 
3. The remote peer is choked for the longest period of time. 
4.  The remote peer has uploaded the most to the local peer in the past. 
Regarding the Sybil attack that increases the chance of being unchoked by entering to the 
system with different identities and contacting the tracker with different connections, 
there were many attempts to solve this problem by not allowing the peer to setup more 
than one connection. One example of client’s implementations that prevents such attack 
is Azureus [14]. 
The author of [12] concluded the work by discussing the patterns that contribute to 
BitTorrent robustness. First, is the ability to maintain multiple parallel connections with 
multiple peers at a time. There is a solution to the first exploit, which is “Super seeding” 
policy; this is achieved by masquerading as leechers and gradually advertising available 
pieces. To solve the third problem that is uploading garbage, it is required to have a 
memory of past interaction to remember the origin of garbage pieces and possibly punish 
the free riders. The trade-off this solution is the impact on performance since all history 
has to be saved and checked for each interaction. It is also important to mention that the 
principle of problem partitioning should be strictly enforced; this means that selfish 
clients should never be able to influence good clients by distributing false information. 
One solution to the second exploit that is downloading from fast peers only is to hide 
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some information about peers; an example is to hide whether a certain peer is a seeder or 
a leecher [12]. 
The author of [1] also discussed a way of mitigating free riders in BitTorrent. The method 
is based on encrypting the exchanged pieces and the decryption is only sent when the 
other peer uploads some pieces. This is only applicable between leechers as seeders do 
not require any pieces to download.  
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4 CHAPTER 4 
Proposed Model 
4.1   Overview 
The proposed methodology was implemented using a modified BitTorrent protocol, 
where free riders are labeled based on a given percentage. In this case, free riders never 
send a HAVE message and whenever they are asked about their file status; they always 
claim that they do not have any piece to offer. 
The proposed solution is based on improving the original choking algorithm in the 
optimistic and the regular choking algorithm. We have focused on improving the 
weakness of the algorithms; it is where free riders take advantage of the initial algorithm, 
that is when peers get unchoked without considering their contribution to the 
environment or checking whether they are potential free riders or not. The solution is 
based on X chance giving algorithm that we have developed. The algorithm analyzes the 
behavior of each peer before it gets unchoked by monitoring its contribution starting from 
the beginning of the simulation of is the file sharing session.  
The suggested solution was experimented with different network sizes, different 
percentages of free riders and different percentages of initial seeders. The effect of the 
free riders and the proposed solution was monitored accordingly. 
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The below research approach has been adopted in order to meet the research objectives: 
   
1. Analyze the original BitTorrent simulation results without introducing any 
changes. The objective is to understand how the simulator works and how to 
change the different configuration parameters and analyzing their effect in the 
simulation behavior.   
2. Introduce the concept of free riding. Free riders will not send a HAVE message 
and will always claim their file status to be empty, which means that they have 
zero pieces. Free riders are labeled randomly following a predefined percentage of 
the whole network size. The only condition to label a fee rider is not to be a 
seeder.  
3. Monitor the simulation behavior after introducing the concept of free riding with 
different percentages of free riders within the whole population of peers. The 
objective is to analyze the system behavior after introducing free riders, and to 
find out if the system behavior is consistent with the theoretical expectations of 
introducing free riders in the BitTorrent environment.    
4. Make sure that free riders do not contribute any block through monitoring the 
contribution of each peer. Also make sure that non-free riding peers never send a 
REQUEST message to free riders as non-free rider peers never realized that free 
riders actually downloaded any piece.  
5. Analytically study the choking algorithm in every 10 seconds and optimistic 
unchoking every 30 seconds. The objective is to investigate where free riders can 
be unchoked and what kinds of peers unchoke free riders the most.  
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6. Statistically and analytically find the weaknesses of all choking algorithms and 
find where free riders are getting advantages of the resources the most. 
7. Design a modified choking algorithm with the objective to mitigate and delay the 
progress of free riders download activity.     
8. Modify the original optimistic choking algorithm to mitigate free riders and 
reduce their effect on the environment. 
9. Monitor the improvement in the overall simulation results and measure the 
improvement on the reduction of free rider utilization of the overall resources. 
10. Modify the 10 seconds choking algorithm to mitigate free riders and reduce their 
effect on the resources of the BitTorrent environment using the same logic 
implemented at the optimistic unchoking routine. 
11. Analyze the results and measure the improvement after implementing the changes 
in the optimistic unchoking and the 10 seconds unchoking routine.  
12. Modify the simulation parameters such as the percentage of free riders, the 
percentage of initial seeder and the number of peers, then analyze their effect in 
the simulation behavior. 
4.2   Modifications on the Choking Algorithm   
Let us recap on the weakness of the original BitTorrent choking algorithm. The weakness 
differs between seeders and leechers. For seeders and during the choking or unchoking 
decision, they sort their neighbors by how much they have uploaded to them and they 
pick the top 3 neighbors. This means that there is no control on whether these neighbors 
are free riders or not. In fact, if they are free riders, they will continue to take and take as 
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they will be the 3 peers who have downloaded the most in every choking cycle. If there 
are no 3 peers that are interested, the other will be picked randomly and here is another 
chance for free riders to get unchoked. 
For leechers, during choking decision making process, they sort their neighbors by how 
much the neighbor uploaded to the local peer in the last 20 seconds. Therefore, there is 
more control in the free riders. However, ZERO is a number and if there is an interested 
free rider with zero uploads to the local peer in the last 20 seconds, it will be picked. If 
there are no 3 peers that are interested, the other will be picked randomly and here is 
another chance for free riders to get unchoked 
In the optimistic unchoking, it is purely random for both seeders and leechers and this 
forms a chance for free riders to be unchoked. 
In any improvement to the original choking algorithm, the original objectives of 
BitTorrent must be maintained. The original objectives of the choking algorithm are: 
• Seeders want to distribute the file faster, and this is why they sort their neighbors 
by how much they have uploaded to them before. This is to make them seeders as 
soon as possible. The aim here is to reduce the load on the seeders by producing 
more seeders in the environment. 
• Leechers want to get the file as soon as possible, and this is why they sort their 
neighbors by how much they have downloaded from them before. This is tit-
for_tat. 
• The optimistic unchoking is designed to give opportunity to new peers who join 
the environment because they will not be among the top 3 peers whether they are 
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sorted by seeders or leechers. Optimistic unchoking also gives a chance to 
leechers to get introduced to new connections which might be better than the 
current ones. This way, they will download the file faster. 
Our modified choking algorithm maintains the three objectives mentioned above and also 
mitigates free riders by slowing down there download rate by reducing the number of 
UNCHOKE messages they receive. We kept the four blocks of the choking algorithm as 
illustrated earlier; this is to maintain the objectives of the algorithm executed every 10 
seconds by all peers. The modification is implemented in the third block (block C) of the 
choking algorithm that occurs every 10 seconds. In block C, which is the third block of 
the algorithm, the local peer send the UNCHOKE message to the three peers who 
selected by sorting or randomly. Figure 11 demonstrates the block where our modified 
algorithm takes place.  
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Figure 11: The block where the modified regular choking algorithm takes place 
 
The idea of the regular (every 10 seconds) modified choking algorithm is as follows: 
Leechers will unchoke the peer (remote peer) occupying one of the three slots selected 
either by sorting or by random if it meets the below conditions: 
• The remote peer did not download at least X amount of blocks from the local 
peer. 
• The remote peer has downloaded at least X blocks from the remote peers and 
contributed at least on block to the local peer since the beginning of the 
simulation. 
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If the remote peer has downloaded X blocks from the local peer but have not uploaded 
anything to the local peer since the beginning of the simulation, it will never be unchoked 
by the local peer and in this case it is a suspected free rider.    
The idea here is to give free X blocks without running any checks on the peers to be 
unchoked. The objective of these free X blocks is to give a chance to new comers to 
contribute, also to give chance to peers with low bandwidth to contribute at least one 
block to the local peer. This is to be unchoked in the coming unchoking cycle. The 
pseudo code of the modified leechers choking algorithm is demonstrated in algorithm 4. 
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Algorithm 4: Modified leechers regular choking algorithm 
 
For seeders, there are two cases: First, a seeder who is initially a seeder. This means that 
the peer started the file sharing session (the beginning of the simulation for our study) as 
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a seeder. The problem here that there is no experience for the initial seeder in 
downloading from others and thus, it cannot tell whether the peer to be unchoked is a free 
rider or not. In this case, the choking algorithm will remain the same as illustrated in 
algorithm 1.  
The second case is when the seeder was initially a leecher and thus has an experience in 
downloading blocks from others when it was a leecher. In this case, the seeder who used 
to be a leecher will run the same algorithm for the leecher who is still a leecher, except in 
the sorting part where seeders still sort by their upload rate to their neighbors. The pseudo 
code of the modified seeders with experience choking algorithm is demonstrated in 
algorithm 5.  
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Algorithm 5:Modified experianced seeder regular choking algorithm 
 
Experiences seeders and leechers also apply the same algorithm in the optimistic 
unchoking which runs every 30 seconds, while initial seeders run the original optimistic 
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unchoking algorithms as described in algorithm 3. The pseudo code of the modified 
optimistic unchoking algorithm is illustrated in algorithm 6. 
 
 
Algorithm 6: optimistic unchoking algorithm for leechers and seeders with experience 
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5 CHAPTER 5 
Simulation and Experimental Results  
This chapter of the thesis discusses the simulation results starting with simulation 
environment, the effect of injecting free riders in the system, unfairness of BitTorrent 
system, and the results of applying the modified choking algorithm. 
5.1   Simulation Environment  
The adopted simulation environment to achieve the research objectives is a BitTorrent 
events based simulator, utilizing PeerSim which is a java based full P2P simulation 
environment. PeerSim is a simulation environment for P2P protocols that provides 
extreme scalability for a dynamic environment. It is a highly scalable environment that 
can be customized through simple configuration parameters. 
The file structure is split into pieces of size 256 KB, each piece is divided into 16 blocks, 
each block is 16 KB. There is a total of 390 pieces for the file to be shared. 
PeerSim BitTorrent is an event based simulator. All messages between peers and events 
are queued and scheduled for an execution with a timestamp. In addition to the messages 
mentioned in the BitTorrent Background chapter, there are other events that are 
scheduled and inserted in the same simulation queue. Below are the different types of 
events that are executed while the simulation is running. 
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• CHOKE TIME: An event that occurs every 10 seconds; it is the shortest interval 
for among all the events. It is scheduled by all nodes and inserted whenever the 
same event is under execution. The purpose of this event is for every peer to 
check which peer to choke and unchoke with the choking algorithm. 
• OPTNCHOKE TIME: It occurs every 30 seconds by all peers; it is for all peers 
to run their optimistic unchoking algorithm.  
• ANTISNUB TIME: This event occurs every one minute, and it is used to check 
if a leecher is snubbed by another peer. That means that the peer running this 
event did not receive any block from the remote peer in the last 60 seconds and it 
provided at least one block before. In this case, the remote peer will be choked 
and it has to wait for the optimistic unchoking to be unchoked. 
• CHECKALIVE TIME: This event occurs every 2 minutes, and it is used to 
check if a remote peer form the neighbors list of a local peer is alive or it left the 
system. Basically, the local peer will send a KEEPALIVE message to all of its 
neighbors and those who do not respond within 2 minutes will be considered 
dead. 
• TRACKER ALIVE: An event that occurs every 30 minutes to check if the 
tracker is a live or not. If not alive, peers will not send more TRACKER 
messages. 
The simulation environment is highly scalable through a text configuration file. It 
provides an easy way of changing the simulation environment such as the number of 
peers in the network, the file size, the percentage of initial seeders, the experiment end-
time, the observation frequency and many other parameters to control the environment.  
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One of the most important parameters is max_swarm_size, that is to specify the swarm 
size of each peer. The default max swarm size is 80. Another parameter is peerset_size 
and this is the default number of nodes that will be given to a node by the tracker when a 
peer joins the session and asks the tracker for a peer set. The default peer set size is 50. 
Another important parameter is newr_distr and this determines the percentage of new 
peers (peers with zero pieces) in the system. To illustrate, if newr_distr is set to 10, the 
percentage of peers with 0 pieces at the beginning of the simulation will be 10%. 
Similarly, seeder_distr is a parameter that determines the percentage of seeders in the 
environment. This represents the peers that have the complete file starting from the 
beginning of the simulation. For our case, the file consists of 390 pieces.  
Free riders are labeled in the NetworkInitializer Java class with a percentage that can be 
changed manually through a parameter. The only condition that must be met is the 
selected peer to be labeled is a leecher. The BitTorrent protocol is implemented in the 
BitTorrent.java class. The observer class is used to collect statistics of the simulation at 
fixed periods of time that can also be predefined in the configuration file.     
  
5.2    Injecting Free Riders into the System 
As mentioned, the original BitTorrent code in the PeerSim simulator does not cover the 
concept of free riding at all. This research only covers one sort of free riding in 
BitTorrent, that is not to send a HAVE message when a free rider completes the 
download of a specific piece. Free riders also do not honestly state their BITFIELD file 
status; they always claim that they do not have any piece to offer to the environment. 
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The code to simulate the free riding behavior as mentioned above is implemented where 
the percentage of free riders can be defined and free riding peers are labeled randomly. 
The only condition to label a free rider is not to be a seeder. In this research, we assumed 
that only leechers could be free riders as there is no gain for a seeder to be a free rider.  
Figure 12 shows the effect of injecting different percentages of free riders in the number 
of overall exchanged messages on a network of 100 peers with 15% initial seeders in the 
system, which leaves 85% leecher peers. The percentages of defined free riders will be 
taken from these remaining 85% peers. The experiment was repeated 50 times with the 
same setup and the average is presented below.    
Figure 12 shows a direct relationship between the number of free riders in the system and 
the number of all kind of messages sent during the entire simulation. There is a huge 
reduction in the network traffic as a result of not sending the HAVE message. The 
number of sent messages dropped from around 33 million to around 4.5 million message. 
 
Figure 12: The effect of Free riders on the number of exchanged messages 
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When a free rider does not send a HAVE message, there are a lot of consequences related 
to that. First, if other peers have not received a HAVE message from the free rider, they 
will not send an INTRESTED message to it. Second, all peers will not send REQUEST 
message to the free riders. If no REQUEST message is sent to free riders, they will not 
send PIECE message to any peer. This will also affect on the number of sent CANCEL 
and NOT_INTRESTED messages coming from peers who just completed the download 
of any piece. Figure 13 explains the consequences of not sending a HAVE message from 
free riders.  
Assuming that ‘peer A’ is a free rider; it will shake hands with ‘peer B’ which is a seeder 
and ‘peer C’ which is a leecher. ‘peer A’ will exchange BITFIELD messages with ‘peer 
B’ and ‘peer C’ to initiate the connection and exchange information about their file 
status. Assuming that ‘peer A’ is interested in pieces from ‘peer B’, it will send it an 
INTERESTED message. When it is time for ‘peer A’ to be unchoked by peer B’, it will 
receive an UNCHOKED message. This will be followed by a set of REQUEST and 
PIECE messages until the download window is closed by a CHOKE message. Assuming 
that ‘peer A’ completed the download of a specific piece, it will not send a HAVE 
message to its neighbors, including ‘peer C’. This way, ‘peer C’ will not exchange more 
messages with ‘peer A’ as it has no record indicating that ‘peer A’ completed the 
download of any piece.  
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Figure 13: The impact of not sending a HAVE message in the messages sequence 
 
5.3    The Effect of Bandwidth in the Simulation  
In the simulation, there are four different bandwidths that are randomly distributed 
among the peers. Free riders and non-free riders could be assigned any of the four 
possible bandwidth values. The four available bandwidths are 640,1024, 2048 and 4096 
KBps.  
Before introducing free riders, figure 13 shows that peers with the lowest bandwidth (640 
KBps) complete the file at the end of the simulation. The peers are ordered by file 
download time.    
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Figure 14: Peers bandwidth and completion time without free riders 
 
After injecting 40% of free riders in the environment, the simulation shows that some 
free riders with the lowest bandwidth can get the file faster than non-free riders with 
higher bandwidths. Free riding peers are marked (FR) in figure 15 and they have a 
bandwidth of 640 KBps while a non-free rider (NFR) with higher bandwidth completed 
the file much later than free riders.  
 
Figure 15: Peers bandwidth and completion time with free riders 
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5.4    Unfairness of BitTorrent Choking Algorithm  
Our experiments proved that free riders can download files almost as efficient as non-free 
riders, sometimes even better. This means that the original choking algorithm is not 
designed to detect or at least delay the progress of free riders downloading a specific file. 
The fairness of the system is measured by the rate on which leechers are transferred into 
seeders, this include free riders and non-free riders. 
All experiments in this section were repeated 5 times with different random seed for each 
experiment. The average transformation rate for leechers to become seeders is computed 
for free riders and non-free riders and demonstrated with different percentages of free 
riders and initial seeders in the environment.  
The first set of experiments was generated for a network with a size of 100 peers, 15% of 
peers are initial seeders, these are peers who started the simulation with a complete file 
and their objective is only to distribute the file. The percentage of free riders configured 
for each set of experiments is 10%, 40% and 70%. 
Figure 16, 17 and 18 demonstrate the results of leechers to seeders conversion rate for an 
environment with 15% of initial seeders as a fixed parameter and the percentage of free 
riders are 10%, 40% and 70%. A snapshot of the system is taken at equal intervals 
separated by 100,000 ms and this is the X axis.  
Figure 16 represents the transformation rate from leechers to seeders for 40% free riders 
and, this percentage is selected to make an equal population of free riders and non-free 
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riders. The chart shows that the free riders are getting the file in a rate that is slightly 
faster than non-free riders. This is surly not fair for non-free riders and does not 
encourage them to share.  
 
Figure 16: Unfairness of BitTorrent choking algorithm for equal population of free riders and non-free riders  
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 40 % of initial seeders 15 
 
The same experiment was also run for 10% free riders and 70% free riders. The results 
are demonstrated in the figure 17 and 18:  
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Figure 17: Unfairness of BitTorrent choking algorithm for 10% of free riders and 15% initial seeders 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 10 % of initial seeders 15 
 
Figure 17 shows that even for 10% free riders, they were able to get the complete file 
before the non-free riders and that is around time 2800000 ms where the 10 free riders 
downloaded the file completely. Figure 18 shows the same experimental results for 70% 
of free riders. The chart shows that free riders and non-free riders were able to get the 
complete file at the same time (2200000 ms) although that 70% of the peers are free 
riders. This proves that free riders generally download the file in a faster rate when 
compared with non-free riders.   
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Figure 18: Unfairness of BitTorrent choking algorithm for 70% of free riders 15% initial seeders 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 70 % of initial seeders 15 
 
Another set of experiments were also run for different percentages of initial seeders. The 
objective is to analyze unfairness of BitTorrent choking algorithm even with lower 
percentages of initial seeder. There will be a separate section to discuss the effect of 
reducing the percentage of initial seeders, which are peers that have the complete file 
since the beginning of the simulation experiment. Figure 19, 20 and 21 show the rate of 
transformation of free riders and non-free riders to seeders with 8% initial seeders. The 
charts demonstrate the results for 10%, 40% and 70% of free riders.      
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Figure 19: Unfairness of BitTorrent choking algorithm for 10% of free riders 8% initial seeders 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 10 % of initial seeders 8 
 
 
Figure 20: Unfairness of BitTorrent choking algorithm for 40% of free riders 8% initial seeders 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 40 % of initial seeders 8 
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Figure 21: Unfairness of BitTorrent choking algorithm for 70% of free riders 8% initial seeders 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 70 % of initial seeders 8 
 
Again, figure 19, 20 and 21 still show the unfairness of the BitTorrent choking algorithm 
even with 8% initial seeders in the environment. It is clearly noticed that free riders are 
able to get the files without contributing any block to the environment. 
The same set of experiments was run for 4% initial seeder percentage, also covering 10%, 
40% and 70% free riders. The results in the below three charts also show a competition 
between the free riders and non-free riders except on the last chart where the percentage 
of free riders is 70%. The results in that chart shows that free riders are transforming into 
non-free riders with a slower rate comparing with non-free riders.       
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Figure 22: Unfairness of BitTorrent choking algorithm for 10% of free riders 4% initial seeders 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 10 % of initial seeders 4 
 
 
Figure 23: Unfairness of BitTorrent choking algorithm for 40% of free riders 4% initial seeders 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 40 % of initial seeders 4 
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Figure 24: Unfairness of BitTorrent choking algorithm for 70% of free riders 4% initial seeders 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 70 % of initial seeders 4 
 
5.5   Effect of the Number of Initial Seeders in the Environment  
This section of the thesis experimentally discusses the effect of reducing the number of 
the initial seeders in the environment. Seeders have no mean to detect free riders 
behavior. They simply unchoke three peers whether they are interested or randomly 
picked in every unchoking cycle. This section will cover the discussion of six figures as 
the following: 
1. Effect of changing the percentage of initial seeders from 15% to 8% and 4% on a 
population of 10% free riders out of 100 peers. 
2. Effect of changing the percentage of initial seeders from 15% to 8% and 4% on a 
population of non-free riders in an environment with 10% free riders. 
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3. Effect of changing the percentage of initial seeders from 15% to 8% and 4% on a 
population of 40% free riders out of 100 peers. 
4. Effect of changing the percentage of initial seeders from 15% to 8% and 4% on a 
population of non-free riders in an environment with 40% free riders. 
5. Effect of changing the percentage of initial seeders from 15% to 8% and 4% on a 
population of 70% free riders out of 100 peers. 
6. Effect of changing the percentage of initial seeders from 15% to 8% and 4% on a 
population of non-free riders in an environment with 70% free riders. 
Figure 25 shows that for 10% free riders, in the experiments which were run for 4% 
initial seeders (solid line); free riders were slower in transforming into seeders. The chart 
also shows that on the experiments that were run for 8% initial seeders (dotted line), free 
riders were slower in transforming to seeders when compared with the free riders in an 
environment with 15% initial seeders (dashed line). This shows a direct relationship 
between the percentage of initial seeders and the rate on which free riders are converted 
to seeders when their population in the environment is 10%.  
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Figure 25: The effect of changing the initial seeders % on the download progress of 10% free riders 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 10 % of initial seeders 15,8,4 
 
For the remaining non-free riders, which are not considered as initial seeders after 
labeling 10% free riders, the effect of initial seeders reduction between 15% and 8% does 
not have a large impact on the transformation rate into seeders. However, the impact is 
greater when the percentage of free riders is reduced to 4%. This shows that for an 
environment with 10% free riders, the effect of reducing the number of initial seeders has 
a higher impact on the download progress of free riders than the impact on non-free 
riders. Figure 26 shows this relationship. It also apparent that non-free riders were able to 
catch-up at the end of the experiment (1800000 ms) and this is due to having different 
numbers of non-free riders in the environment as this is related to the distribution of the 
initial seeders in the environment.    
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Figure 26: The effect of changing the initial seeders % on the download progress of non-free riders with 10% 
free riders 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 10 % of initial seeders 15,8,4 
 
The same conclusion is also applicable for an environment with 40% free riders. Figure 
27 shows that free riders transformation into seeders is highly related to the number of 
initial seeders. Again, seeders have no mean to detect free riding behavior and thus there 
number in the environment highly affects the download progress of free riders.  For non-
free riders, the impact on their download progress is highly visible when the percentage 
of initial free riders is 4%, while the difference in download progress is minimal between 
an environment with 15% initial seeders and an environment with 8% free riders. Figure 
27 and 28 are used to illustrate this conclusion.    
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Figure 27: The effect of changing the initial seeders % on the download progress of 40% free riders 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 40 % of initial seeders 15,8,4 
 
 
Figure 28: The effect of changing the initial seeders % on the download progress of non-free riders with 40% 
free riders 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 40 % of initial seeders 15,8,4 
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The same experiment was also run for an environment with 70% free riders. This time, 
the demand on the initial seeders is more as the population of free riders is high and thus 
the resources are lower in the environment. In this case, both free riders and non-free 
riders download progress is highly affected by changing the percentage of initial seeders 
in the environment. It is clearly visible that for an environment with 4% initial seeders 
(scattered line) where the time needed for free riders to complete the download the file is 
increased to a large extent. Non-free riders download performance is also decreased as 
the number of initial seeders decreases. These two conclusions are illustrated in figure 29 
and 30.   
 
Figure 29: The effect of changing the initial seeders % on the download progress of 70% free riders 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 70 % of initial seeders 15,8,4 
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Figure 30: The effect of changing the initial seeders % on the download progress of non-free riders with 70% 
free riders 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 70 % of initial seeders 15,8,4 
 
 
5.6   Measuring the Improvement of Our Approach 
This section of the thesis demonstrates the effect of our modified choking algorithm in 
slowing down the download progress of free riders in the system. The table below each 
chart shows the parameters that are used to capture the results. Figures 31 and 32 are run 
with 10% free riders in the system, 100 peers network size, 15 % initial seeders 
distribution for an average of 5 experiments. Figure 31 shows the transformation rate of 
free riders from leechers to seeders and figure 32 shows the transformation rate of non-
free riders from leechers to seeders.    
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Figure 31: Transformation of free riders into Seeders (10% free riders, 15% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 10 % of initial seeders 15 
 
Figure 31 shows the improvement that is gained by applying the X chance giving 
algorithm. Scattered line shows the transformation rate of free riders from leechers to 
seeders after improvement, while solid line shows the transformation rate of free riders 
from leechers to seeders with the original choking algorithm. The experiment shows that 
the effect of the modified algorithm needs time until it gives a noticeable effect. This is 
due to the fact that all peers that apply the algorithm will give X-chances until they start 
punishing free riders. The punishment here is achieved by reducing the number of 
UNCHOKE messages that free riders receive from leechers and seeders with experience. 
The figure also shows that at the end of the experiment, the original choking algorithm 
and the modified choking algorithm transformation rate will be close to each other. This 
is due to the fact that initial seeders are still providing free riders with pieces and by this 
time all non-free riders already completed the download of the file.  
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Figure 32 shows the transformation rate from seeders to leechers for non-free riders. 
 
Figure 32: Transformation of non-free riders into seeders (10% free riders, 15% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 10 % of initial seeders 15 
 
Figure 32 shows that the algorithm was able to maintain the download progress for non-
free riders and exceeded it minimally towards the end of the simulation. The reason 
behind maintaining the download progress for non-free riders is due to not sending 
UNCHOKE message to non-free rider when a free rider is detected. This is the case in 
the regular choking algorithm that happens every 10 seconds. However, the algorithm 
will send an UNCHOKE message to non-free rider when a free rider is detected in the 
optimistic unchoking routine that happens every 30 seconds.  
The next four figures (33, 34, 35 and 36) were run for the same parameters except 
changing the percentage of free riders in the system. Figure 33 and 34 show the same 
experimental setup discussed above but with 40% and 70% free riders and this is to test 
the effectiveness of the modified algorithms for a larger number of free riders. 
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Figure 33: Transformation of free riders into seeders (40% free riders, 15% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 40 % of initial seeders 15 
 
Figure 33 shows that the free riders transformation rate from leechers to seeders for the 
modified algorithm is lower than the original choking algorithm, even with 40% free 
riders in the environment. The same figure also shows that the algorithm 650000 ms to 
start being effective in slowing down the progress of free riders file downloading 
progress. Figure 34 shows that the modified algorithm does not have any considerable 
negative impact on the download performance of non-free riders. 40% free riders was 
selected to make an equal number of free riders and non-free riders that are not initially 
seeders in the system and test the algorithm under these conditions.   
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Figure 34: Transformation of non-free riders into seeders (40% free riders, 15% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 40 % of initial seeders 15 
 
The next two figures (35 and 36) show that the modified algorithm is still effective for 
70% free riders in the environment and for the same experimental setup.  
 
Figure 35: Transformation of free riders into Seeders (70% free riders, 15% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 70 % of initial seeders 15 
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Figure 36: Transformation of non-free riders into seeders (70% free riders, 15% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 70 % of initial seeders 15 
 
It is clearly apparent that the modified algorithm is able to maintain the download rate for 
the non-free riders and thus they were transformed to seeders in the same rate before and 
after modifying the choking algorithm. However, for free riders, they were slowed-down 
to an extent in all the results displayed above. 
As mentioned in the literature and proven through our experiments, free riders mostly use 
the seeders to get their resources as seeders has no way to detect the selfish behavior of a 
free rider. As a result, the same experiment was run with a lower number of initial 
seeders who have no experience to relay on to detect free riders behavior. Below two 
charts (37 and 38) show the results for 100 peers, 10% free riders and 8% of initial 
seeders.         
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Figure 37: Transformation of free riders into Seeders (10% free riders, 8% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 10 % of initial seeders 8 
 
For an environment with 8% initial seeders and 10% free riders, the impact of the 
modified algorithm increases comparing with results for an environment with 15% initial 
seeders. The gap between the two lines figure 37 is relatively large and it takes longer 
time for all free riders to get the complete file. In the above figure, only 9 free riders were 
able to get the file in the reported time. The remaining one peer was able to download the 
file but much later in simulation time. Figure 38 still shows that the download 
performance for non-free rider is not negatively impacted with the modified algorithm; 
except a slight reduction between the time 7000000 and 10000000.      
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Figure 38: Transformation of non-free riders into seeders (70% free riders, 8% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 10 % of initial seeders 8 
 
The same experimental setup was also run for 40% and 70 free riders. The results for free 
riders and non-free rider transformation rate from leechers to seeders are displayed in the 
figures 39, 40, 41 and 42. 
The results show that the algorithm is more effective in an environment with less 
percentage of initial seeders. Also the algorithm is more effective with smaller number of 
free riders as the level of punishment in the environment is greater. Figure 40 shows a 
noticeable improvement in an environment with 70% free riders. This is due to 
unchoking a non-free rider every time a free rider is detected and not being unchoked in 
the optimistic unchoking.    
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Figure 39: Transformation of free riders into Seeders (40% free riders, 8% initial seeders) 
 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 40 % of initial seeders 8 
 
 
Figure 40: Transformation of non-free riders into seeders (40% free riders, 8% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 40 % of initial seeders 8 
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Figure 41: Transformation of free riders into Seeders (70% free riders, 8% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 70 % of initial seeders 8 
 
 
Figure 42: Transformation of non-free riders into seeders (70% free riders, 8% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 70 % of initial seeders 8 
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To further study the effect of reducing the number of the initial seeders in the 
environment, the same set of experiments were run with 4% initial seeders. The 
transformation rate from leechers to seeders for free riders is reduced sharply when the 
percentage of free riders in the environment is 10%. This is illustrated in figure 43.  For 
this experiment, the modified algorithm starts to make an effect around 80000 ms. It is 
also important to mention that the modified choking algorithm was able to slowdown two 
peers out of ten to a long time. Figure 43 shows that the modified algorithm 
transformation rate was not completed at time 24000000.  
 
Figure 43: Transformation of free riders into Seeders (10% free riders, 4% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 10 % of initial seeders 4 
 
As illustrated in figure 44, non-free riders are maintaining the same transformation rate 
before and after the modification of the choking algorithm. 
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Figure 44: Transformation of non-free riders into seeders (10% free riders, 4% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 10 % of initial seeders 4 
 
The same experimental setup was also run for 40% and 70 free riders. The results for free 
riders and non-free rider transformation rate from leechers to seeders are displayed in 
figures 45, 46, 47 and 48. 
Figure 45 shows the results of applying the modified choking algorithm in an 
environment with 40% free riders and 4% initial seeders shows a noticeable decrease in 
the downloading performance of non-free riders. At the end of the experiment monitoring 
time, there are 10 free riders that were not able to complete the file download. The 
algorithm was also able to maintain the download performance for non-free riders as 
shown in figure 46. 
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Figure 45: Transformation of free riders into Seeders (40% free riders, 4% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 40 % of initial seeders 4 
 
 
Figure 46: Transformation of non-free riders into seeders (40% free riders, 4% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 40 % of initial seeders 4 
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The experiment is also run for 70% free riders in the environment and 4% initial seeders. 
The results show that the modified algorithm is able to reduce the performance of the file 
download by the free riders. The experiment was recorded fully, but what is reported is 
only the major part of it. At 3000000 ms, around 30 peers completed the download of the 
file after modifying the choking algorithm. At the same time, around 55 peers completed 
the download of the file with the original choking algorithm.  
 
Figure 47: Transformation of free riders into Seeders (70% free riders, 4% initial seeders)  
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 70 % of initial seeders 4 
 
Figure 48 also shows that the modified algorithm was able to maintain the download 
performance for non-free rider. 
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Figure 48: Transformation of non-free riders into seeders (70% free riders, 4% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 100 % of Free riders 70 % of initial seeders 4 
 
All the experiments mentioned above are run for a network with a size of 100 peers. The 
results show an average of five experiments for each chart. In order to verify that the 
modified algorithm also works with larger network sizes, one experiment with 1000 peers 
and 5% of initial seeders was run and the results are discussed below. The same 
experimental setup was run for 10%, 40% and 70% free riders. 
Figure 49 shows that for 10% free riders in the environment, there is a huge improvement 
in delaying the free rider download performance. This can be noticed at time 1600000 
ms, where around 60 free riders got the complete file. However, all free riders got the file 
completely when the original choking algorithm is utilized at time 1600000 ms. 
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Figure 49: Transformation of free riders into seeders (1000 peer, 10% free riders, 5% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 1000 % of Free riders 10 % of initial seeders 5 
 
The same experimental setup was run for an environment with 40% free riders as well. 
The results show a huge improvement gained by applying the modified choking 
algorithm. The free riders were delayed sharply and the improvement gained can be 
quantified by the amount of gap between the blue and the doted red line which represents 
the transformation rate before and after improving the choking algorithm. Figure 50 
illustrates the results. 
The same experimental setup was also run for an environment with 70% free riders and 
the results also show a sharp reduction of the number of free riders who became seeders 
with time. Although free riders are the majority in this case, the algorithm was smart 
enough to detect their behavior and slow down their download performance. Figure 51 
illustrates the results. 
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Figure 50: Transformation of free riders into Seeders (1000 peer, 40% free riders, 5% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 1000 % of Free riders 40 % of initial seeders 5 
 
 
 
Figure 51: Transformation of free riders into seeders (1000 peer, 70% free riders, 5% initial seeders) 
# of Peers 1000 % of Free riders 70 % of initial seeders 5 
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In addition to the conversion rate from seeder to leechers, the average download 
completion time for each free rider peer is computed. Figure 52 and 53 shows the average 
download completion time for free riders an environment with a total of 100 peers, for 
8% and 4% initial seeders, for 10%, 40% and 70% free riders. 
 
Figure 52: Average free riders download completion time (8% initial seeders) 
 
 
Figure 53: Average free riders download completion time (4% initial seeders) 
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Figure 52 and 53 shows that the modified choking algorithm is more effective when 
applied to an environment with lower initial seeders. This can be concluded from figure 
53. The results also show that as the number of free riders increases, the average 
download completion time increases too. Comparing figure 52 and 53 also shows that as 
the number of free riders increases in the environment, the average download time for 
them increases too. This is due to having lower resources in the environment. 
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6 CHAPTER 6 
Conclusion and Future Work  
BitTorrent has been an effective and efficient tool for file sharing. Unfortunately, it is 
proven that free riding is achievable in BitTorrent. The original choking algorithm of 
BitTorrent that is utilizing tit-for-tat approach and the randomness in optimistic 
unchoking are not efficient enough to prevent free riders from taking advantage of the 
system. 
Many studies have shown different achievable attacks to target BitTorrent. An example is 
BitThief, which can increase the number of connections by sending multiple TRACKER 
messages to the tracker and get the advantage of connecting to more seeders in the 
environment. Another example is sending garbage pieces, this is when the free rider 
sends garbage pieces to trick other who is providing to the system and thus be unchoked 
normally. Other studies also discussed downloading from seeders only as they do not 
have any mean of evaluating the contribution of any other peer and this is achievable 
through sending multiple TRACKER messages to the tracker and contacting seeders 
only. Another example of client implementation that attacks BitTorrent is BitTyrant that 
uploads with a minimum speed that allow it to get unchoked. Other attacks also include 
Sybil attack which is based on accessing the BitTorrent environment with different 
identities and pieces under reporting strategy attack that tricks the piece-selection strategy 
which makes the free rider client less interesting in the environment. 
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Free riding in BitTorrent was mitigated up to a certain extent and many of the discussed 
attacks were resolved. For example, the hash coding of the pieces and blocks will resolve 
the problem of garbage uploading. Also, blocking the IP address of the peer who opens 
multiple connections was resolved in the Azureus BitTorrent implementation. There were 
also many studies that redesigned the choking algorithm whither in the optimistic 
unchoking or the regular choking algorithm that occurs every 10 seconds to eliminate 
free riding. 
We have come up with a new way of free riding which is achievable by not sending a 
HAVE message when a peer complete the download of a specific piece, also free riders 
will not announce their true file status when they send the BITFIELD message. We 
proved that free riding is achievable, free riders were normally able to download a piece 
and they were able to compete with non-free riders without being detected by the choking 
algorithm. 
The choking algorithm, especially when run by a seeder is not effective as the seeder has 
no mechanism to detect the free riding behavior as the seeder is not asking for any piece. 
Leechers will be able to reduce the effect of free riders in the 10 seconds choking 
algorithm as they will sort by the contribution of their neighbors and pick the top 
contributors to be unchoked. The optimistic unchoking algorithm is not effective in 
detecting free riders for both seeders and leechers.  
We have come up with an approach that improves the choking algorithm in the leechers 
and the seeders who used to be leechers , we call them seeders with experience. This 
experience is gained by interacting with others and asking for pieces before becoming 
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seeders. Our approach depends on chance giving as each leecher and  seeder who used to 
be a leecher will give X number of chances of free pieces upload. After X pieces are 
uploaded to a given peer, it will not be unchoked again unless it starts providing to the 
environment. 
Our approach was tested with multiple experimental setups and demonstrated that free 
riders will be punished and their file download performance will be delayed compared 
with non-free riders and sometimes free riders will never get the complete file and that 
depends on their swarm.   
We believe that our approach does not introduce any negative impact to the BitTorrent 
Environment. Our approach is also resistance to free riding attacks that are considered in 
the original BitTorrent protocol.  For example, uploading garbage will not work as there 
are ways to immediately validate received blocks, and punish their sender by blocking its 
IP address. Also peers cannot form a group and attack our algorithm as the peer selection 
is random. In addition, there is a chance for dishonest peers to cheat the system, as our 
approach does not depend on recommendation or voting techniques. 
Our approach also maintains the original objectives of BitTorrent choking algorithm. 
Leechers will still sort their neighbors by their contribution to them. Seeders will still sort 
their neighbors by how much they have previously received from them and this will 
maintain the objective of producing more seeders in the environment as soon as possible. 
The optimistic unchoking is still based on randomness which will give a chance to new 
comers to be unchoked as long as they contribute to the environment in the near future 
and this is controlled by the X chances giving technique. 
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The future work to improve our algorithm is to find an approach for original seeders to 
mitigate free riders and this is achievable through different mechanisms such as 
recommendations from other leechers in the original seeder swarm or hiding the identity 
of original seeders and allow them to ask piece that they do not need as a way to test their 
neighbors. We can also implement other attacks discussed in the literature and prove that 
our algorithm is still resilience to them. In addition, all the experiments run are with a 
static environment consisting with a fixed number of peers that they do not leave the 
system. As a future work, we will test our approach with a dynamic environment where 
peers can leave the environment and new peers can join at different stages of the 
simulation.   
The selection of the X number of blocks need also to be tested more, and also it could be 
selected through another algorithm based on the bandwidth of each peer and the 
performance of its neighbors. A low X number can be used with fast peers while a higher 
one can be used with slow peers. A low X number will lead to more punishment to free 
riders while it could also negatively affect non-free riders who are slow or did not have a 
chance to upload any block at an early time. A large X number will allow more free 
riders but will give more chance for slow non-free riders to be unchoked. 
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